Multiword expressions
1 Introduction
Even the best existing formal grammars of natural languages generate a large proportion of utterances that
sound stilted, ugly or simply wrong to native speakers. Many of the problems are due to properties of
multiword expressions: that is, phrases that are not entirely predictable on the basis of standard grammar
rules and lexical entries. Most multiword expressions are not completely fixed strings but neither are they as
variable as compositional phrases. There are complex interrelationships between various multiword expressions, so they cannot be satisfactorily treated in isolation of each other. Consideration of idioms leads into
problems of deciding where the boundary lies between literal and figurative language, while other expressions
test the boundary of compositionality. Multiword expressions of various types also create serious problems
for computational linguistics, both in interpretation and generation of language.
Of course, there are existing theoretical (and in some cases computational) accounts of various types of
multiword expression. We will review some of the most salient work briefly below. Plausible formal accounts
can be found for the syntax and semantics of a considerable proportion of individual English constructions
considered in isolation, although many taxing problems remain. Where current accounts are most lacking is
in expressing connections and generalizations between multiword expressions and also their relationship to
individual lexical items. Furthermore, insufficient attention has generally been paid to accounting for phrases
that do not occur, and in elucidating the role of discourse information. Data resources are also lacking: the
availability of corpora now enables us to look at natural occurrences of phrases, but we still lack detailed
searchable lexicons. For instance, there is no way at the moment of finding all verbs that occur with the
aspectual up particle (Levin (1993) does not cover verb particle combinations).
These issues concern linguists and computational linguists working within any framework who are interested in providing empirically adequate accounts or attempting to build broad-coverage lexicons. Accounts
of multiword expressions also have a wider theoretical interest, in at least two ways. One is that properties
of multiword expressions have often been used in arguments about more general syntactic properties. For
instance, Nunberg et al (1994) review some of the ways in which various authors have used properties of
idioms in support of theories. Similarly, examples involving compound nouns have been used to promote
more general theories of semantic interpretation, especially with respect to the relative contribution of lexical
semantics and discourse/pragmatics (e.g., Downing, 1977; Hobbs et al, 1993), but again more systematic
exploration is called for. The second aspect of more general interest is the extension of formal devices apparently needed to handle multiword expressions, most controversially, the use of statistical information, which
we will discuss below.
We propose to begin to address these issues systematically by developing a formal account of multiword
expressions that has broad coverage over a range of naturally occurring data. We also intend to look at
cross-linguistic aspects, as a way of validating and strengthening our account. Enough is already known
about the formal representation issues that we feel confident that we can combine the theoretical work with
a computational implementation. By implementing the account within the LinGO ERG and LKB system,
we expect to be able to look at a large range of expressions with precision, to test generalizations and to
provide a basis for a generally usable multiword lexical database. The implementation will also allow us to
look at subtle frequency effects.

2 An overview of multiword expressions
In this section, we provide an overview of the main issues and of some previous work. We cannot give a full
review here, but will concentrate on highlighting aspects that are most relevant to our proposal.
We distinguish between two broad categories of multiword expression, which we will describe using terminology adapted from Bauer (1983):
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lexicalized phrases Phrases that have at least partially idiosyncratic syntax or semantics, or that contain
‘words’ that do not occur in isolation. The simplest cases might be described as words with spaces (e.g.,
ad hoc, of course) but we also take this category to include semantically idiosyncratic compound noun
and adjective-noun combinations, idioms, verb-particle combinations, and various other constructions.1
institutionalized phrases Phrases that are syntactically and semantically predictable but that are used unexpectedly frequently (in a particular context). Examples in English include heavy toll, torrid affair,
fine weather, enthusiasm evaporates/d, telephone booth (also telephone box in British English), kindle
excitement, salt and pepper as well as standard similes (e.g., as dry as dust). The term collocation
is sometimes used, but we reserve that to mean any statistically significant cooccurrence, including
both lexicalized phrases as described above and compositional phrases that are frequent because of real
world events. For instance, sell and house cooccur in sentences more often than would be predicted
on the basis of the frequency of the individual words, but there is no reason to think that this is due
to anything other than real world facts. Using our terminology, sell . . . house is a collocation but not
an institutionalized phrase.2 Institutionalized phrases are not often discussed in formal linguistics,
although there is some overlap with the concept of lexical function in Meaning Text Theory (e.g.,
Mel’čuk and Polguère, 1987). Lapata et al (1999) present evidence that suggests that the plausibility
of adjective-noun combinations is strongly lexicalist and collocational in nature.
Lexicalized phrases require entries in the symbolic lexicon that capture their idiosyncratic properties.
Institutionalized phrases, on the other hand, can be treated as only being statistically anomalous, and whether
the statistical information is regarded as lexical is a matter of terminology (lexicalized phrases require both
symbolic and statistical information). There is thus a clear implementational line between the two types,
even though it is non-trivial to decide which category to assign to a phrase (or even a class of phrases).
For instance, if it turns out that fine weather has a meaning more specific than would be expected on the
basis of a compositional interpretation, then it would have to be treated as a lexicalized phrase. But ‘extra’
meaning may be accounted for by compositional processes: for instance, it may be reasonable to assume
that fine weather implies that it is not raining simply because fine means something like good combined with
cultural (rather than linguistic) assumptions about weather. The position that institutionalized phrases are
linguistically relevant is perhaps somewhat controversial, but as we will see below, there are cases where this
provides an interesting alternative to a purely symbolic account.
Multiword expressions can also be thought of as phrases, or phrasal patterns, that a native speaker will
know and that should be accessible in an ideal dictionary, although no printed dictionary is likely to contain
more than a fraction of the multiword expressions of the language. Jackendoff (1997:156) estimates that the
number of multiword expressions in a speaker’s lexicon is of the same order of magnitude as the number of
simplex words, but it seems to us likely that this is an underestimate, even if we only include lexicalized
phrases.
Syntactic variability Some fixed phrases, like ad hoc or of course, can be simply dealt with as words with
spaces in. But generally, simple listing of multiword expressions as strings is inadequate, because many of
them involve some degree of variability. There are idioms, such as kick the bucket, that are fixed apart from
inflection3 but these are probably the exceptions.
Verb-particle constructions, conjunctions like either . . . or and so on, where material intervenes between
the elements of the phrase, can be accounted for by means of a lexical selection mechanism where a sign
associated with one word of the phrase selects for the other word(s). For instance, in the existing ERG, there
is an entry for hand that subcategorizes for out in order to allow for word order variation (see also Sag, 1987).
1 As

used here, the term lexicalized phrase includes constructions that contain specific words such as ‘X’s way’, and ‘the Xer
the Yer’. However, while we don’t want to draw a hard line, our main interest here is in more lexically specific phrases.
2 Examples like salt and pepper are cases where the coordination is presumably due to real world facts, but the ordering has
to be regarded as conventionalized.
3 Modulo examples like kick the proverbial bucket. However, this is a case where the claim that a construction is metalinguistic
really appears valid, since the use of proverbial is presumably a comment on the language being used.
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(1) Kim handed out the sweets to the kids
A lexical rule permutes the subcategorization list to allow:
(2) Kim handed the sweets out to the kids
This works if the syntactic relationship of the various parts of the phrase is fixed, as it indeed seems
to be for verb particle constructions, but the mechanism runs into problems with some idioms, where the
relationship between the words may be very flexible (see especially Nunberg, Sag and Wasow, 1994). Examples
include let the cat out of the bag. This occurs in forms such as the (attested) example (British English
speaker):
(3) That is a cat which has been a very long time coming out of its bag.
Examples such as this occur with considerable frequency in corpora (Riehemann, in preparation) and the
argument that they are always metalinguistic is difficult to sustain (the utterer of the example above, for
instance, denied conscious wordplay). Such examples are also problematic for an approach such as that of
Erbach and Krenn (1994) that relies on the idiom having a head that can select for the other elements.
Similarly, the TAG approach described by Abeillé (1990) faces difficulty here, although this is in most other
respects probably the most satisfactory current computational account of idioms. Pulman (1993), Copestake
(1994) and Riehemann (in preparation) all propose more semantically based accounts, but one question for
such approaches is whether they can adequately account for the restrictions on variability of idioms.
The phenomenon of light verb noun combinations such as make a mistake, give a demo (but not ?do a
mistake, ?make a demo) is similar to idioms in that, although an account where the verb selects its object is
feasible, it seems at least as natural to treat the noun as determining the verb. Although such phrases are
sometimes claimed to be idioms, this seems to be stretching the term too far: the noun is used in a normal
sense, and the verb meaning appears to be bleached, rather than idiomatic.4 Light verbs such as make in
make a mistake can be used even when the object is a pronoun referring back to a previous utterance, as in
4a. It is not the case, however, that anything that could be regarded as an error can be made (see 4b).
(4)

a. I’ve found another rounding error. He’s made several of them in every calculation.
b. I’ve found another misspelled word. * He’s made several of them in every paragraph.

Light verbs often do not translate consistently. For instance, the verb toru in Japanese is usually translated
as take but sometimes corresponds to other verbs:
(5) kare-wa kyoka-o
totta
he-top permission-acc took
He got permission
(6) kare-wa yasumi-o totta
he-top holiday-acc took
He took a holiday
There has been surprisingly little work on the formal syntax and semantics of these constructions in English,
though has been some work that attempts to predict verb use (e.g., Wierzbicka, 1988:pp. 293–358). The
comparable phenomenon in other languages has been better studied (e.g., Abeillé, 1988; Butt, 1995).

4 The distinction is sometimes a little subtle. For instance, according to our assumptions, the phrase take care in good care
was taken of the infants is not an idiom, because care is used in a standard sense, but Kim will take care of your problem
involves an idiom, because care is idiosyncratic here. Note

(1)

* Care was taken of your problem
.
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Compositionality As discussed in detail by Nunberg, Sag and Wasow (1994), many idioms can be regarded
as compositional, once the assumption is made that the words in the idioms have non-standard meanings.
We will use the notation ≈ to relate an idiomatic word to a non-idiomatic near-equivalent (cf., translation
equivalence). So, for instance, if we assume that in the idiom spill the beans, spill ≈ reveal and beans ≈
secret(s), the meaning of Kim spilled the beans, the Washington beans have been spilled can be derived by
normal compositional processes. Of course, this still leaves the problem of ensuring that these meanings of
spill and beans are only found in the context of the idiom. For other idioms, such as kick the bucket, and
some other multiword expressions, it does not seem that the meaning of the phrase can usefully be divided
between its components.
A somewhat different type of compositionality issue arises for compound nouns, such as cookie jar. These
can be regarded as compositional, but only if some sort of relation is introduced as part of the meaning
of the construction. One approach that has long been advocated in computational linguistics (e.g., Woods,
1972) and also in linguistics (e.g., Bauer, 1983) is that the relational meaning is completely underspecified by
the construction (e.g., [x][cookie[y] ∧ jar(x) ∧ DUMMY(y, x)], ignoring quantification) and then instantiated
by constraints on the domain (or other contextual information). But this does not allow for systematic
properties of classes of compound, such as stress patterns (Liberman and Sproat, 1992) and it results in
overgeneration. There are classes of noun-noun compounds that are impossible in English, including, for
instance, some types of compound involving relational nouns. An example is *spring beginning meaning
beginning of spring, although the German Frühlingsanfang is normal. Systematic properties with respect to
compound translation (e.g., Johnston and Busa, 1996) are also not fully explained by this account.
Semi-productivity Semi-productivity is apparent with some classes of multiword expressions in a similar
way to derivational morphology. Besides the impossible compound patterns, mentioned above, compound
schemata range from the non-productive (e.g., the verb-noun pattern exemplified by pickpocket), to the
almost fully productive (e.g., made-of), with many schemata being intermediate (e.g., has-part: 4-door car is
acceptable but the apparently similar *sunroof car is not). Similarly, there are some cases where combination
with a particle apparently should be regarded as productive within a class of verbs (e.g., sweep up, mop up,
vacuum up, hoover up), but there are also many cases where there is far less regularity.
Generalizations We can distinguish at least two dimensions on which we want to express generalizations.
The first is the commonalities in behaviour among members of classes, which can be represented using devices
such as the HPSG type hierarchy, as we mentioned in our description of our current project. The second
type of generalization involves common elements in multiword expressions: e.g., the aspectual up in tear up,
stir up etc; hit meaning (something like) reach in hit the headlines, hit the hay. Another example is the use
of light in various idioms that reflect the ‘seeing as understanding’ metaphor (Sweetser 1990). In general,
many idiom patterns may involve underlying metaphors (e.g., Lakoff and Johnson, 1980).
There are also cases that might be better regarded as multiword expressions with variable components:
e.g. the idiom throw someone to the wolves/lions/dogs. Similarly, many lexicalized phrases can be regarded
as being connected to lexical entries for simplex words. For instance, tea towel is lexicalized (at least in
British English), since its meaning has nothing much to do with tea, but regarding it simply as a word with
a space seems inadequate, since there is a connection with towel.
Computational aspects Conventional approaches to parsing have problems with multiword expressions analogous to those just discussed in a theoretical context: that is, it is necessary to allow variability and productivity without overgenerating. Generalization is important in building a maintainable grammar and lexicon.
Unexpected multiword expressions are a major cause of failure in broad coverage grammars: many phrases
cannot be parsed unless they have lexical entries as multiwords. However, in many ways, cases where a phrase
can also be analysed compositionally are worse, because the wrong meaning will be produced but the failure
is difficult to detect automatically. In a translation system, for instance, this will result in an inappropriate
literal translation.
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Institutionalized phrases cause particular problems for generation, because the use of a non-standard
phrase, or of an institutionalized phrase in an unusual context, while grammatical, may be jarring. For
instance, conjunction order is semi-fixed in examples like knife and fork and hot and cold and to invert the
order has a marked effect. Similarly, while beautiful weather and foul weather are usual, pretty weather and
putrid weather are relatively strange expressions. Their generation should not be completely blocked, but
should be avoided except in a context where a marked phrase is appropriate.5
A general issue in interpretation of multiword expressions is how to ensure that the idiosyncratic interpretation is only chosen when appropriate. For instance, as well as has the idiosyncratic interpretation in
addition to but also the productive interpretation in an equally good manner. So the following example is
ambiguous:
(7) I could do it as well as you.
This case is actually somewhat unusual in that the two interpretations are both common. More often, the
idiosyncratic interpretation is much more frequent. However, generally the productive interpretation is still
available, so the heuristic of always choosing the multiword expression will not work in general.
Statistical approaches to processing, especially those which adopt lexicalist models, have at least an
implicit notion of lexicalized and institutionalized phrases. The language models conventionally used in
speech recognition are perhaps the best examples of this, since statistically significant collocations are often
reflected in bigram or trigram models. Lexicalized models have also been used in learning more syntactically
interesting grammars (e.g., Collins, 1997). Bod (1998) uses the idiosyncracy of multiword expressions to argue
that the Data-Oriented Parsing (DOP) model is in principle preferable to an approach that adds stochastic
information to a conventional grammar. The practical problem that arises, however, is that enormous amounts
of data are needed to build good models for anything other than the most frequent words. Institutionalized
phrases complicate this, because a word that is part of such a phrase may well have very different properties
in that context. Hence finding ways to generalize over multiword expressions is potentially as relevant as it
is to traditional approaches to parsing, even if the methodology is very different.
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